BANNER

MOISHE, OYSHER

The Master Singer of His People

Greene Bletter
Kiddush for Yom Tov
In Mein Shtatel
Gott Is Einer
Keshiniver Shtickel
A Din Torah Mit Gott
Unter Boimer
Ma-Toiv
LONG PLAYING RECORDS

**LP 050 MUSICOMEDY REVUE**
No. 1
Maya Polkas—Barry Sisters
Getzal—Baseball Game—Rosenberg
Macbeth—Miriam Kressyn
Scotchman Orchard St.—Skulnik
Wedding Samba—S. Rechtzeit
Ida Conversation—Myron Cohen
Romania—Aaron Lebedoff

**LP 051 MUSICOMEDY REVUE**
No. 2
Palestine Medley—Marlin Sisters
Swimming Pool—Myron Cohen
Bail Me A Bless—Kressyn
Greene Bletter—Beulah Oyster
Believe It Or Not—Molly Picon
Baby Sitter—Marsha Skulnik
Easing—Billy Hodes

**LP 052 MUSICOMEDY REVUE**
No. 3
N'Ya Plotch Mama—A. Lebedoff
Toastmaster—George Jassol
Koscheiver Shileche—M. Oyster
My Town Bells—S. Rechtzeit
Getzal Gets Diverse—Rosenberg
Zal noch Zem Shabas—Kressyn
Net The Top—Marsha Skulnik

**LP 053 MUSICOMEDY REVUE**
No. 4
Frailish Zena—Max Wilner
Partners—Myron Cohen
Rachem—Eddie Marshall
Chasen In Brownsville—L. Fuchs
Fun Mix—Zelt—Marlin Sisters
Getzal—Football Game—Rosenberg
Veldt Is A Theatre—Molly Picon
Chape Tzanz—Seymour Rechtzeit

**LP 54 VOICES OF THE TEMPLE CANTORIAL GEMS**
Moishe Oyster, Lissie Waldman, Yechez Kladator, Samuel Malvar
Maurice Gershert, Sholem Katz

**LP S: A PARADE OF POPS IN YIDDISH**
Seymour Rechtzeit: Celia Celia, Would I Love You, Meyor Dicke Klass
The Shikker Ticker (Syncopated Clock), The Thing, Tennessee Waltz
Good Night (Oy Vey) Irene, Love is Such A Cheek

**LP 56 AARON LEBEDOFF—THE HAPPY LITVEE SINGS**
Hanna Mama, Mein Melech Hut, Jitvek Serenade, Hoodel Mita Shandrul, I Like
She, Romanias, N'Ya Plotch Mama

**LP 57 MOISHE OTSHER—THE MASTER SINGER OF HIS PEOPLE**
Greene Bletter, Kiddush Fur Yom Tov, In Mein Shatstel, Gott Is Elzer,
Koscheiver Shileche, A Din Torah Mit Gott, Unte Boimen, Ma Tov

**LP 58 THE BARRY SISTERS—THE YIDDISH SWINGSTERS SING**
Lahdiy Yidden, Mein Yiddisher Melastel, In Meale Oyn Biot Zheine, Vux
Biote Bardiges, Di Maya Polka, Hit Mir Oen Messel Tov, Bel Mir Biote Sheine
A Chassendel Uti Shabos

**B-059**
**DIE YOM BONDITEN** — Pirates of Penzance
Sung in Yiddish and Narrated in English

**B-061**
**WEDDING ON SECOND AVENUE** — Instrumental Dances
Shairs, Bulgars, Frailachs, Doinas, etc.

**B-062**
**ROUGH HOUSE COMEDY** — Top comedy routines of
Radio Aces, Leslie Bros., Carter & Gorden, Billy Hodes.

**B-063**
**DER SHIRTZ — HMS PINAFORE**
Sung in Yiddish and Narrated in English

BANNER CLASSICS

**GUY MAIER'S** own brilliant interpretation of selections, recorded for
the student to listen and learn the way Mozart was meant to be played.

**BC 1001 — GIGUE IN G MAJOR • MINUET IN D MAJOR • FANTASIA IN C MINOR**
SONATA IN C MAJOR

**BC 1002 — ALLEGRO IN C MAJOR • FANTASIA IN D MINOR • VARIATIONS ON "AH!**
VOUS DIRAI-JE MAMAN" • SONATA IN E FLAT MAJOR

**BC2000 — THE 18TH CENTURY GLASS INSTRUMENT**